6
Design Guidelines

T

hese guidelines are intended to
guide both renovations and the
development of new structures and
improvements in the Downtown area.
Within these guidelines are both
recommendations and specific
requirements that are formulated to
maintain and enhance the historic
Downtown area while allowing for design
creativity and flexibility. It is the
Downtown’s mix of architectural styles,
materials, and forms that make it an
interesting and unique place. These
guidelines are carefully structured to
encourage a quality of development that
not only relates to Woodland's past, but its
vision of its future as well.
Certain fundamental principles govern the
methods of achieving aesthetic and
functional design goals. Design
considerations are grouped into two
components: those relating to the
buildings (dealing with character, variety,
harmony, rhythm, scale, and pattern) and
those relating to the exterior spaces
(dealing with clarity, definition of space,
visual interest, amenities, activities, and
views).

Guideline Objectives
Within the Downtown area, these
guidelines have four primary objectives:
1. To promote improvements which
are appropriate and compatible
with the historic quality of the
community.
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2. To stimulate high-quality design,
encourage creativity and diversity,
and improve impressions of the
Downtown area.
3. To provide project sponsors and
designers with the guidance to be
used from the inception of project
plans to ultimate design.
4. To enable the review process to
focus attention on broad design
issues as well as details, and to
strike a proper balance between
them.

Use of These Guidelines
This Chapter is an illustrative guide for the
built environment, and covers new
construction, modification, and/or
renovation of buildings, streetscape,
landscape, and infrastructure. These
guidelines are not intended to regulate
public art.
The guidelines are illustrative, and
describe appropriate kinds of changes and
improvements that can be made to
existing structures/facilities, as well as
recommending the incorporation of
particular design elements in new
construction. These guidelines, while
attempting to be comprehensive in scope,
are not exhaustive in detail. The aim is to
engender creative approaches and
solutions within a workable framework,
rather than laying out detailed and rigid
standards.
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6. Urban Design
The overall objective of this chapter is to
ensure that new development projects and
renovations contribute to the continued
economic vitality of Downtown Woodland
and the Gateway Revitalization area
(Districts D and E2). The key emphasis of
the guidelines in this chapter is to
reinforce the existing fabric of the
Downtown area by ensuring that new
projects are developed within the rhythm
of the existing development pattern and
the suggested development of District “D”.
This “contextual” approach to evaluating
the design of new projects is fundamental
to the implementation of the Guidelines.

6.1

SETTING

Regulatory Setting
The Design Guidelines section of the
document specifically provides guidelines
for streetscaping and landscaping.
New to this Specific Plan is the addition of
sign regulations specific to the Downtown
area. The sign guidelines provide for some
additional sign types (such as “A-frame”
signs) and flexibility that is appropriate to
the Downtown area.

Physical Setting
As discussed earlier in Chapter 3 (refer to
Figure 3-3, “Downtown Districts” for
locations), the Downtown area is divided
into the five districts. The following
paragraphs describe the existing design
features in each district.
District A – Main Street
District A is the commercial core of the
Downtown area and covers the length of
Main Street through the Specific Plan area.
This district is divided into four subdistricts
(A1, A2, A3, and A4) to allow for targeted
projects and solutions to respond to the
different needs that exist in this district.
Districts A1 and A4 are similar in use and
design. These Districts consist of highway
commercial-type development such as car
dealerships and motels, and are very autooriented in design with large parking lots,
deep setbacks and relatively narrow
sidewalks. The lots consist mainly of 1story structures with contemporary
architectural styles typical of the 1950s
and 1960s.

Like the rest of this Specific Plan,
requirements and guidance provided
herein shall be used in the case there is a
discrepancy between the Zoning
Ordinance and the Specific Plan. In cases
where a topic is not specifically addressed
in the Specific Plan, the requirements of
the Zoning Ordinance shall prevail.
Auto dealerships/uses dominate District A1

District A2 is the Downtown’s core,
reflected by a continuous set of building
faces (facades) located on or near the
Main Street right-of-way, maintaining a
consistent historic design, served by wide
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sidewalks, curbside parking, outdoor
seating/dining, and shade trees and
awnings for most buildings. For the most
part, buildings in this district date back to
the late 1800s and early 1900s. Most of
these buildings are 1-, 2-, and 3-stories
and sit on narrow parcels with no side
setbacks (zero lot line design).

Reconstruction of historic trolley facility for retail

District A3 has a mixture of the design
traits found in Districts A1 (auto
dealership) and A2 (some historic
architecture with downtown feel). Moving
east from Third Street there is a noticeable
change in the pedestrian experience and
look of the district. The auto dealership
and some vacant lots create gaps in the
streetscape that are not attractive to
pedestrians, thereby creating a block to
pedestrians moving to the east. The
streetscape is very different due to the
open areas, the industrial design of
buildings in the district, and reduced street
landscaping and amenities.

District B – Government Center
District B is located along Court Street,
and is dominated by City Hall, the County
Courthouse and Administration Buildings,
and the Woodland Public Library.
Buildings in this district exhibit various
architectural styles. The County
Courthouse is perhaps the most prominent
building in the district due to its civic
architectural style (i.e., use of massive
columns), grand scale, and large
landscaped setback. The library is also has
large landscaped areas, include a formal
rose garden along Court Street. The
County Administrative buildings are
notable because they are not compatible
architecturally with other parts of the
Downtown. Their more contemporary
and simple designs combined with the
poor placement of parking areas and
mechanical equipment makes them
incompatible with the historic character of
the area.
As a result, this District is less inviting to
the pedestrian than District A. However,
the extensive landscaping in front of
several of the government buildings helps
create a well-defined edge between
automobile and pedestrian space, and the
Courthouse and library do accentuate the
area as a civic use center in the
Downtown.

County Courthouse

The industrial design of the auto dealership is a
noticeable change from the historic Downtown
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District C – Transition District
District C, which encompasses the
northern and southern fringes of the
Downtown area, consists of residential
uses and residential structures that have
been converted for office use. District C’s
residential structures are mainly 1-story
bungalows intermixed with 2-story
Victorian structures. This district provides
a needed transition between the
commercial, industrial, and office uses in
the Downtown with residential
neighborhoods located to the north and
south of Downtown.

district were built over a long period of
time and for a range of different uses.

A few significant Victorian structures exist in
District D

As a result, building setbacks are also very
different from each other. The uniform
building setbacks that exist in Districts A2
and A3 are not present in this area. One
of the obvious characteristics of this district
is the presence of off-street parking lots.
The district contains a total of four Cityowned parking lots.
Residential structure on Lincoln Avenue used as
offices

District D – Mixed Use District
District D encompasses the area just north
of Lincoln Avenue and south of the
buildings facing Main Street. This district
has the most eclectic mix of structures and
uses in the Downtown. This district
consists primarily of commercial, office,
and some industrial uses, although a few
significant residential structures are in this
area as well. Industrial uses are more
prevalent and more intense at the east end
of the district near Fifth Street.
Most of the development in this District is
newer than what is found along the Main
Street corridor in District A. Structures in
this district generally date back to the
1930s to 1950s. Architectural styles tend
to vary widely since the structures in this
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Bush Street contains examples of the International
architectural style

District E – Gateway
District E, located in the easternmost
portion of the Downtown area, is divided
into two districts: E1 and E2. District E1 is
located just north of Court Street and east
of Sixth Street. District E2 is located south
of Main Street and east of Fifth Street.
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District E1 contains high-density residential
uses and a mixed-use development
located on the southeastern portion of the
area. The mixed-use development
consists of the historic Woodland Grain
and Milling Company building, a 2-story
brick building that was built in 1904 and
previously used as a rice mill. Due to the
historical nature of this building, it remains
the most prominent structure in this area.

currently contains a concrete pad from a
previous building. However, this is the
proposed site for the City’s future Police
Station.

District E2 contains several metal buildings

The historic Woodland Grain and Milling
Company creates the setting for an interesting
mixed use project

The residential structures in the District
date back generally to the 1930s and
1940s, and are mostly 1-story bungalows
on small lots. One exception is a large
apartment complex built in the postwar
era, which contains a large parking lot
adjacent to it.
District E2 consists of a mix of residential,
industrial, and public/institutional uses.
The residences are concentrated in the
southwestern part of District E2, and are
mostly 1-story bungalows dating back to
the 1940s and 1950s. The industrial and
public buildings in this area either consist
of metal or wood warehouse-type
buildings with some containing fenced-off
equipment yards.
A number of vacant lots and buildings
intermixed between the existing
development give this area a blighted
appearance. One vacant area in particular
is the entire block between Fifth and Sixth
Streets and Lincoln and Oak Avenues. It
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The railroad tracks and right-of-way,
which form the eastern boundary of
District E2, add to the industrial
appearance of the district. Rail yard
equipment and materials stored in the rail
corridor is highly visible from surrounding
streets and has a heavy industrial look.
The historic Woodland Deport is also
located in this District.

Historic Woodland Depot

6.2

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

Within this chapter, certain design
principles will be used to describe a
desired effect. These principles, in various
combinations, will be applied to project
designs within all land use categories.
Although the list of design principles could
be lengthy, the Specific Plan focuses on
eight items: style, mass, materials,
texture/pattern, color, shadow, detail, and
scale/proportion.
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The following paragraphs provide general
definitions of the above eight design
principles.

the street. The second building is a single
geometric shape flush to the right-of-way.
To the observer, the second building is
more prominent and has a bigger impact
on defining the streetscape.

Style
In the development of commercial,
residential, or mixed uses in the
Downtown area, an overall style/theme
can be adopted. Styles used could
provide an architectural framework for a
particular development or area and help
establish a strong identity as well as
consistent pattern of image and character.
The City of Woodland, and specifically the
Downtown area, has a rich historical
character based upon the varied number
of architectural styles that have been used
in the past. Many of these examples still
exist in the City today that can be used as
models for the design of future
developments and revitalization efforts. At
the same time, some interpretations and
flexibility are needed for development
outside the Main Street corridor. Details
on the styles prevalent in the Downtown
area are presented later in this chapter.

Mass

Examples of massing

Materials
The use of different materials can change
the appearance of a structure dramatically.
The types of materials that can be used in
a building or other structure are extensive
and include glass, wood, metals, brick,
concrete and concrete materials, stucco
and so forth. The use of more than one
material can add interest to a structure.
Cities can regulate materials through
restrictions (i.e., no metals on structure),
required mixes (i.e., structure must use
more than one material on a building or a
building must include a brick or stone
accent), or application (i.e., metals only as
accents). The Downtown area has a wide
mix of natural materials, including brick,
stone, plaster/stucco and glass.

The mass of a building or feature is
described by its overall three-dimensional
size. Large masses are used to emphasize
features, and small masses are used to
subdue building elements.
The mass of a building can be broken into
smaller pieces, which can provide the
same amount of floor space, but at the
same time reduce the apparent mass of
the building to observers. The following
figure provides an illustration of two
buildings that have a very different impact
on the streetscape. The first building (on
left side) has been broken into smaller
geometric shapes and stepped back from
Page 6-6

A variety of cut stone is used in Downtown
Woodland
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Texture/Pattern
Texture refers to the roughness and
pattern of a surface material. Texture can
be affected by the use of different
materials (brick versus wood), but can also
be changed by different methods of
application for the same material. For
example, brick can be placed in different
patterns and shapes to modify texture
(graphic used along the left edge of this
page shows an example of this).
Texture can be used to change the visual
nature of a structure and can be quite
effective on both a large and small scale.
On a large scale, a brick façade offers
quite a different “visual” texture in
comparison to an exposed aggregate
finish. On a small scale, the subtle change
in patterns or material can add interest to
a pedestrian area (i.e., brick pavers in an
asphalt parking lot aisle).

The Porter Building combines thin shadow lines
between blocks, heavier, shaped shadows from
the balcony, and a shaded alcove area

For instance, thin lines of shadow can be
produced by moldings, and heavy
shadows can be produced by recessed
windows, archways, or roof overhangs. In
addition to producing an interesting effect
on a building façade, shadow can also be
used to provide relief from direct sunlight
in outdoor pedestrian areas and interior
spaces, thereby reducing the buildup of
heat in the summer.

Color

Detail

Color can be provided by both the natural
color of a material (i.e., brick, stone) or by
the application of a color. In the
regulation of color, the hue (i.e., red,
green, yellow) and the tone (light versus
dark) are the most commonly regulated
aspects. For Downtown Woodland, this
section provides guidance on the selection
of colors to maintain the historic character
of the area.

Architectural detail in this plan deals with
the following three items:
Articulation of Building Facades that not
only involves the articulation of the vertical
and horizontal plane of a building, but the
inclusion of a varied roof line as well to
avoid a box-like structure.
Architectural Treatment of Building
Facades to avoid long blank walls in
developments.

Shadow
Shadow, or the contrast between light and
shade on a surface, is an important design
consideration in that it enhances the
three-dimensional appearance of a
structure. Shadow treatments on a
building shall include a variety of shadows.
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Fine Architectural Detail such as
articulated columns, tile bands, landscape
pockets, multipaned windows, and
balconies in order to achieve a quality
product.
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Just as the vertical lines of a downtown
create a sense of place, an open area,
such as parking lots and vacant lots, create
a break that can be a detriment to
pedestrian movement. An exception to
this would be well-defined open areas,
such as plazas, which invite pedestrians.
The additional amenities within the plaza
(such as benches and water features) can
create identifiable points of interest.
Even newer structures can be designed to
incorporate design details

Scale and Proportion
Scale and proportion play major roles in
establishing the human interaction with
design. To make a downtown attractive to
pedestrians, careful attention must be paid
to the scale and proportion of downtown
buildings and landscaping.
For the Main Street corridor, buildings
close to the street, street trees, and even
light poles with banners, all add a vertical
element that define the area and give it a
sense of place. In other words, as vehicles
and pedestrians enter the Downtown area,
they can tell they are in a unique portion
of the community.

In designing downtown spaces, the scale
of vertical elements is important, for while
the buildings can give an area a sense of
place, they can also become impersonal as
they gain vertical height. What is the
optimum height of buildings? A typical
standard that is often used is the height-towidth ratio. The height-to-width ratio
consists of a horizontal measurement
between opposing building facades, and
the height is the measurement from the
sidewalk to the building eaves. Human
scale can be best accomplished when the
ratio is between 1:2 and 1:3. For
instance, a street that is 70 feet wide
would have buildings approximately 25
feet in height. The photograph on the
next page provides an illustration of this
concept.

Spaces in the Downtown area are defined
by these vertical elements, much in the
same way that walls define a room. At the
pedestrian scale, these features are the
focus of the eye, and make a space feel
comfortable. Therefore, high quality
vertical features, in scale and proportion to
the pedestrian, are vital to the success of
the Downtown area.
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There is about 87 feet between buildings on opposite sides of Main Street. Optimum building heights would
be between 29 and 44 feet. In the photo, the building on the left is 20 feet tall, and the one on the right is 56
feet tall (to main roof line).

6.3

SITE PLANNING

Objectives
The manner in which a building and its
accessory uses are arranged on a site are
critical to how the building contributes to
the overall quality of the built
environment. The purpose of this section
is to provide a comprehensive set of site
planning guidelines that will help
maintain/establish a human scale,
pedestrian-friendly quality in the
Downtown.

Setbacks
The horizontal distance between a lot line
and the edge of the nearest building on
the lot, including porches or any covered
projection thereof but excluding steps, is
referred to as the “setback.” Most
downtown areas of cities have uniform
setbacks, with building edges very near to
or abutting the lot line, and thus the rightof-way (ROW) or sidewalk edge. This
development pattern conveys a strong
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urban feeling by creating a sense of
containment along the street edge, which,
in turn, adds to a feeling of pedestrian
security and comfort.
Front setbacks in the Downtown area of
Woodland vary on each block. To
maintain a consistency with the existing
pattern, the setback standard shall be
contextual, with the appropriateness of
setbacks in an area evaluated against the
existing pattern of development. Using
this approach, new buildings could fill-in
gaps in the street frontage to create a
unified “street wall” along and adjacent to
Main Street.
The Specific Plan requires a minimum
front setback for buildings in Districts A-D
be based on the average setback on the
block where the building will be located.
This is a logical method to follow since
different setbacks are present in these
districts. District E has a minimum setback
requirement of 20 feet, which is also
appropriate for the area since District E
will most likely include new office/
business park development abutting
existing residential land uses.
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The following are specific directions on
how this can be accomplished:

§

Storefronts shall be designed to be
oriented towards the major street
frontage. While side or rear entries
may be desirable, the predominant
major building entry shall be facing
the major street.

§

The front building facade shall be
oriented parallel to the street.

§

Buildings on corners shall include
storefront design features for at least
50 percent of the wall area on the side
street elevation.

§

Corners of new buildings on
prominent intersections shall be cut at
an angle to the street.

§

Ground-level elevations along Main
Street shall be placed near the
sidewalk edge to maintain the
continuity of the “street wall”.

§

Surface parking lots shall not be
placed along Main Street.

§

Create pedestrian ways or paseos to
parking lots at the rear of buildings.

§

Use building indentations to create
small pedestrian spaces/plazas along
the street wall.

Building setbacks

While most of the attention in
implementing the Guidelines is focused on
non-residential structures in commercial
areas, setbacks in residential
neighborhoods also play a key role in the
quality of the built environment. As with
non-residential areas, the setbacks in
residential areas shall be established in the
context of the neighborhood. If all
neighborhood setbacks are the same, new
construction shall match the
neighborhood. If setbacks vary, new
construction shall establish some variation.

Street Orientation
The way that a structure is oriented to the
street plays a big role in establishing the
overall feeling of the street. As a general
rule, buildings shall be oriented so as to
engage and maintain pedestrian interest.
Buildings Located
Adjacent to Street

Parking Located in
Block Interior

Parking Contained
within Block with
Access from
Secondary Street

Buildings Placed
Near Street with
Narrow Setbacks

Street orientation examples
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6.4

ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

Objectives
The purpose of this section is to provide
an overview of the eight major
architectural styles that have been
identified in the Downtown area. While
other architectural styles may be used,
renovation and new construction in the
Downtown area shall be compatible with
the architectural styles and materials of
existing buildings. Their design,
particularly front facades, shall be
influenced by the other facades on the
street, but shall not attempt to copy them.
Developers shall use caution in material
selections and correct architectural
detailing so that new buildings do not look
like cheap historic imitations. New
buildings shall be sympathetic and
compatible with the surrounding buildings
in terms of mass, scale, height.
Conceptual ideas for facade rhythm,
placement of doors, windows, color, and
use of materials can be borrowed from
existing historic structures without giving
the feeling that new or renovated
structures have to precisely duplicate them
to be successful.
The eight major architectural styles used in
the Downtown are:
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§

Italiante

§

Richardsonian Romanesque

§

Mission Revival

§

Renaissance Revival

§

Beaux Arts

§

Spanish Colonial Revival

§

Modern (Art Deco / Streamlined)

§

International

The following paragraphs describe each of
the major architectural styles and the key
buildings in the Downtown area that
utilize these styles. On the following page
are pictures of several of these buildings as
they pertain to each style.

Italianate
Based on Italian Renaissance palazzos and
provincial villas, the style incorporated
Renaissance features such as balustrades,
bracketed cornices, arched windows
decorated with hood moldings, and
classical columns. Examples in the
Downtown area include:

§

Armstrong & Alge Building (1890),
604-06 Main Street

§

Beamer Place (1892), 708-14 Main
Street

§

Hyman Building (1890), 608 Main
Street

Richardsonian Romanesque
This style emphasizes heaviness and
solidity that is achieved by using ruggedlooking stone facings. Heavy-looking
arches are a common feature of this style.
American architect Henry Hobson
Richardson developed the style in the
1880’s. Examples in the Downtown area
include:

§

Diggs-Leithold Building (1893), 61921 Main Street

§

Jackson Armfield Building (1893), 617
Main Street
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Beaux Arts

Italianate

Armstrong & Alge

Beamer Place

Richardsonian Romanesque

Diggs-Leithold
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Porter Building

Spanish Colonial Revival

Jackson Armfield

Mission Revival

City Hall

County Courthouse

Hotel Woodland

Elks Lodge

Modern (Art Deco / Streamlined)

Library

Mulcahay Building

Renaissance Revival

International

Porter Building

Purity Market Building

Yolo Grocery Building
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Mission Revival
The Mission Revival style is characterized
by arches, tile roofs, scallop-shaped
parapet, and smooth plastered walls. The
design is inspired by the Spanish missions
and became popular beginning about
1900. Examples of this style in the
Downtown area include:

§

City Hall (1932), 300 First Street

§

Woodland Public Library (1905), 250
First Street

Renaissance Revival
The Renaissance Revival style is a style
displaying arched window openings and
strong horizontal lines and emphasizing
massiveness. Examples of this style
include:

§

Porter Grocery & Alexander Building
(1875), 513 Main Street

§

Hotel Woodland (1928), 346 Main
Street

§

Woodland Elks Lodge (1926), 500
Bush Street

§

Woodland Post Office (1935), 720
Court

Modern (Art Deco / Streamlined)
This style, popularized in the 1930’s, is
characterized by rounded corners at wall
intersections and horizontal or vertical
banding. Walls have a smooth finish with
articulation in the form of slight offsets in
wall surfaces, fluted pilasters, and simple
moldings. Glass blocks are sometimes
used as windows or window walls.
Examples of this style in the Downtown
area include:

§

Mulcahay Building (1936), 443 First
Street

Beaux Arts

§

State Theater (1937), 322 Main Street

The Beaux Arts style is an eclectic style
emphasizing an integrated mixture of
classical detailing. Examples of this style in
the Downtown area include:

§

Yolo Grocery Building (1939), 534
Bush Street

§

Yolo County Courthouse (1917), 725
Court Street

§

Porter Building (1913), 511 Main
Street

Spanish Colonial Revival
The Spanish Colonial Revival style is
similar to Mission Revival. Tile roofs, use
of arches, and plastered walls are common
features. However, the Spanish Colonial
style differs with wrought iron
ornamentation, balconies, towers, gabled
roofs, and occasional decorative moldings.
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Significant examples of this style in the
Downtown area include:

International
Developed in the 1920’s, International
style features are simplified geometric
volumes and an absence of ornament.
The following is an example of this style in
the Downtown area:

§

Purity Market Building (1939), 528
Bush Street
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6.5

STRUCTURES AND
FACADES

Objectives
The purpose of this section is to provide
an overview of design concepts and
appropriate materials to be used for the
construction of building facades in the
Downtown area.
The facade is literally the exterior of a
building that “faces” the street. It is the
architectural front of the building and is
typically distinguished from other faces by
elaboration of architectural or ornamental
details.

Determining height of infill buildings

Facade Proportion, Rhythm, and
Elements
§

The characteristic proportion
(relationship of height to width) of
existing facade elements shall be
respected in relation to new infill
development.

Building facades are critical to the
pedestrian quality of the street. The width
and pattern of facade elements can help
pedestrians negotiate a street by providing
a standard measure of progress. This is
true regardless of the overall width of the
building; for example, a building can
extend for the full length of a block and
still have a facade design that divides the
building into smaller, pedestrian scale
elements. The following guidelines deal
with improving, and in some areas
establishing, a pedestrian-friendly and
attractive “face” on Downtown.

Building Height
The most fundamental guidance for
building heights on Main Street is that the
minimum height for any new building in
the district shall be two stories, even if the
building contains only one functional story
(e.g., a single-story, high-ceilinged
commercial building). Low profile office
buildings, commercial buildings, and
residences will not yield the density, urban
scale, and character desired for
downtown.
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The illustrations above show how patterns and
rhythms can be established in Downtown
buildings
March 18, 2003
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§

Whenever an infill building is
proposed that is much "wider" than
the existing characteristic facades on
the street, the infill facades shall be
broken down into a series of
appropriately proportioned "structural
bays" or components. These are
typically segmented by a series of
columns or masonry piers that frame
windows, doors, and bulkhead
components.

Horizontal Rhythms/Alignment
of Architectural Elements
§

Whenever an infill building is
proposed, the common horizontal
elements (e.g., cornice line and
window height, width, and spacing)
among neighboring structures shall be
identified and the infill design shall
utilize a similar rhythm or alignment.

Wall Articulation
§

Freeman House

Proportion of Openings
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§

The predominant difference between
upper story openings and street level
storefront openings (windows and
doors) shall be maintained for both
existing and new buildings. Usually,
there is a much greater window area
(70 percent) at the storefront level for
merchandise displays as opposed to
upper stories that have smaller
window openings (40 percent).

§

Whenever an infill building is
proposed between two adjacent
commercial structures, the
characteristic rhythm, proportion and
spacing of existing door and window
openings shall be maintained.

Long, blank, unarticulated street wall
facades are strongly discouraged and
shall be divided into a series of
structural bays (e.g. characterized by
columns/masonry piers which frame
window and door elements). Walls
can also be broken up through the use
of breaks (e.g., reveals, recesses) in the
surface of the wall itself; placement of
window and door openings; or the
placement of balconies, awnings, and
canopies.

Transition from poor design to good articulation

§

Large unbroken facade surfaces shall
be avoided at the storefront level.
This can be achieved in a number of
ways including: dividing the facade
into a series of display windows with
smaller panes of glass; constructing the
facade with small human scale
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materials such as brick or decorative
tile along bulkheads; providing
traditional recessed entries; careful
sizing, placement and overall design of
signage; and providing consistent door
and window reveals.

Exterior Materials
The design elements for exterior walls
involve two aspects – color and texture. If
the building's exterior design is
complicated with many design features,
the wall texture shall be simple and
subdued. If the building design is simple
(perhaps more monolithic), a textured
material, such as patterned masonry, can
greatly enrich the building's overall
character.
Exterior Colors
In the design and maintenance of a
structure, colors, whether derived from
natural materials or through the
application of color (such as paints and
stains), can play an enormous role in how
a structure fits into the fabric of
Downtown. The following criteria shall be
utilized when applying color to a structure.

§

§

§
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All colors shall be consistent with
colors used historically in the
Downtown area, and with the era and
architecture of the structure
Historic structures shall have colors
that are consistent with original colors
used on the structure. This can be
determined by sampling original paint
layers, written descriptions, or color
photographs showing the structure
prior to a modification
Natural, inorganic materials, such as
stone and masonry, can be used in
their natural color.

§

The City shall prepare an illustrative
color palette that can be provided to
business owners for ideas on colors
that work in the Downtown area.

§

Primary colors are generally not
allowed as a base color, but can be
applied sparingly as an accent if the
color tint is muted (i.e., not bright).

§

Color choice is considered a design
consideration in projects, and will be
reviewed as part of all applications
and design reviews.

Recommended Materials
Materials shall be compatible with the
materials used on adjacent buildings. The
number of different wall materials used on
any one building shall, however, be kept
to a minimum (ideally, two or less). The
following are materials considered
appropriate for buildings within
Downtown area:

§

clear glass, glass block (storefront
only), and colored glass (if evidence
can be provided showing the historic
authenticity)

§

dual pane windows shall be utilized
for energy efficiency, however, historic
authenticity takes precedence over
energy efficiency in the restoration of
structures considered historically
significant

§

glass block (transom)

§

stucco/exterior plaster (smooth
trawled)

§

new or used face-brick

§

cut stone, rusticated block (cast stone)

§

clapboard

§

ceramic tiles (bulkhead)
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Inappropriate Materials
The following are examples of building
materials that are not appropriate in the
Downtown:

§

imitation masonry (e.g. imitation,
rusticated block) of any kind

§

reflective, tinted, or opaque glass

§

imitation stone or flagstone parquet

§

rough sawn or "natural" (unfinished)
wood

§

"pecky" cedar

§

used brick with no fired face (salvaged
from interior walls)

§

imitation wood siding

§

coarsely finished "rough-sawn" on
rustic materials (e.g. wood shakes,
barn wood, board and batten or
T-111 siding)

§

plastic panels

§

vertical siding

structures that accommodate a single
business, or large buildings designed to
provide space for two or more businesses,
separated by masonry columns or piers
forming distinct storefront structural bays.
This building type was designed to be seen
as a whole unit, with the visual emphasis
consistently placed on the storefront area
and its display windows, versus the upper
story facade characterized by vertical
windows, parapets, or cornices.
Although the storefront is only one of the
architectural features of a building’s
facade, it is the most important visual
element. The storefront traditionally has
experienced the greatest amount of
change during a building's life and holds
the most potential for inappropriate
alterations affecting both the character of
the building and the streetscape. Once
inappropriate additions are removed, the
storefront's original design is the best
guideline for any refurbishment or
alteration.

Storefronts
This section focuses on establishing
“storefronts” that will help revitalize and
unify commercial street frontages. It shall
be noted that the term “storefront” does
not necessarily imply that a building has a
retail commercial use; storefronts are
simply the sides of the building that face
the street and connect with the sidewalk.
Buildings on corner parcels will have two
storefronts.
The ground floor of the typical historical
structure was designed to be what is now
referred to as a "traditional" storefront and
sales floor. Upper floors commonly were
used for office space, residential units, or
storage. Traditional storefront buildings
can be small, individual, or mid-block
A variety of storefronts can be plugged into a
facade
March 18, 2003
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Historically, the traditional storefront had
few decorative elements other than simple
details that were repeated across the face
of the building (e.g., structural bays
containing window and door openings,
continuous cornice line, transoms,
bulkheads, etc.), integrating the storefront
into the character of the entire facade.
Emphasis was typically placed on the
display windows and their contents. The
rest of the storefront was designed in a
simple manner, in order not to compete
with the displayed items but rather to
clearly project the product or service being
offered inside.

§

Buildings situated at the corner of a
public street shall provide a prominent
corner entrance to street level shops
or lobby space, in a manner consistent
with main entries, as described above.

§

Commercial storefront entries are
typically recessed and/or sheltered by
a covered arcade structure, canopy or
awning. This provides more area for
display space, a sheltered transition
area to the interior of the store and
emphasizes the entrance. Recessed
entries shall be retained and are
strongly encouraged in new storefront
construction, although overly deep
entries (over 5-feet) shall be avoided,
as they create safety issues related to
visibility.

Entries/Doorways

§

The main entry to a building, leading
to a lobby, stair or central corridor,
shall be emphasized at the street to
announce a point of arrival in one or
more of the following ways:
a.

§

Doors can be accentuated with simple
details such as a handsome brass door
pull, brass kickplate, or an attractive
painted sign.

§

Doors to retail shops shall contain a
high percentage of glass in order to
view the retail contents.

§

When windows are added or
changed, it is important that the new
design be compatible with the facade
theme of the whole block
(streetscape).

§

Use of clear glass (at least 88 percent
light transmission) on the first floor is
recommended.

§

Storefront windows shall be as large as
possible, with the bottom of the
window no closer than 36 inches from
the ground (i.e., maximum bulkhead
height is 36 inches). By limiting the
bulkhead height, the visibility to the
storefront displays and retail interior is
maximized.

flanked columns, piers, decorative
fixtures or other details;

b. recessed within a larger arched or
cased decorative opening;
c.

Door and Window Design

covered by means of a portico
(formal porch) projecting from or
set into the building face (refer to
zoning guidelines for allowable
projections);

d. punctuated by means of a
transom or change in roofline, a
tower, or a break in the surface of
the subject wall.

Storefront components
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§

Introducing or changing the location
or size of windows or other openings
that alter the architectural rhythm or
character of the original building is
discouraged.

§

Permanent, fixed security grates or
grilles in front of windows are not
allowed. If security grilles are
necessary, they shall be placed inside
the building behind the window
display area and only used when the
business is closed.

§

Where transom windows exist, every
effort shall be made to retain this
traditional storefront feature. If the
ceiling inside the structure has been
lowered, the ceiling shall be stepped
up to meet the transom so that light
will penetrate the interior of the
building.

Awnings and Canopies
Awnings and canopies provide the
opportunity to add color and visual relief
to storefronts, protect interiors from
intense direct sunlight, and create a more
pleasant pedestrian experience.
The following guidelines describe the
qualities that will ensure that awnings and
canopies contribute positively to the
overall design quality of the Downtown.

§

§
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When there are several businesses in
one building, awnings of the same
color shall be used with simple signs
on the valance flap, which may vary in
type style and color to differentiate the
individual businesses within the
building.
Where the facade is divided into
distinct structural bays (sections
defined by vertical architectural
elements, such as masonry piers),
awnings shall be placed within the
vertical elements rather than

overlapping them. The awning design
shall respond to the scale, proportion,
and rhythm created by these structural
bay elements and "nestle" into the
space created by the structural bay.
An awning that spans several bays may
be appropriate for restaurants or
similar uses with outdoor seating.

§

Awnings shall be of a durable,
commercial grade fabric, canvas or
similar material having a matte finish.
Canopies can be constructed of wood
or other natural materials in keeping
with materials used historically in the
Downtown.

§

Awning frames and supports shall be
of painted or coated metal or other
non-corroding material.

§

Glossy or shiny plastic or similar
awning material is not allowed.

§

New or replacement aluminum or
metal awnings or canopies detract
from the historic character of the
Downtown area and are not allowed.

§

Awning shape shall relate to the
window or door opening. Barrel
shaped awnings shall be used to
complement arched windows while
square awnings shall be used on
rectangular windows.

§

Awnings/canopies are encouraged and
allowed to project into the pedestrian
right-of-way.

§

Awnings shall be well maintained,
washed regularly and replaced when
faded or torn.

§

Awnings shall have a single color or
two-color stripes. Utilizing more
colors is permitted but will be
considered as sign area.

The following illustrations show a façade
with an arcade and one with an awning.
The awning and the arcade help to create
a space that can be used for storefront
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benches or eating areas and yet still leave
room on the sidewalk for pedestrians
passing by.

§

Flag or banner pole brackets.

§

Fire sprinkler standpipe enclosures
and hose bib covers, preferably of
brass.

The Upper Facade
The upper facade of a building is distinct
from the street-level storefront, and has
different design characteristics. The upper
facade consists of the following
components.

Grillework/Metalwork and Other Details
There are a number of details that may be
incorporated into building design to add a
degree of visual richness and interest while
meeting functional needs. Such details
include the following items:
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§

Light fixtures, wall mounted or hung
with decorative metal brackets.

§

Metal grillework, at vent openings or
as decorative features at windows,
doorways or gates.

§

Decorative scuppers, catches and
downspouts, preferably of copper.

§

Balconies, rails, finials, corbels,
plaques, etc.

§

The cornice and fascia that cap the
building front;

§

The building's upper stories;

§

The windows, which provide
articulation and interest to the upper
architecture; and

§

The piers, which extend to the ground
level to visually support the facade
and frame the storefront.

The more massive, solid architecture of
the upper facade gives the building its
feeling of substance and expresses its
architectural quality and character. As a
result, the design treatment, materials, and
conditions of the upper facade play an
important role in defining the architectural
style of the building and in relating it to
neighboring buildings in the block.
The following paragraphs provide general
guidance for the development and
renovations of the upper facades of
buildings in the Downtown area.
Cornice and Fascia
A cornice or fascia creates a strong roofline
and gives a finished appearance to the
building facade. In places where they
have been removed, these elements shall
be restored to re-emphasize the original
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design of the structure. The new cornice
or fascia shall be designed in proportion
with the overall mass of the building.
Wall Materials
Wall materials shall be selected to be
compatible with neighboring structures
and to complement the design of the
storefront. Where exterior renovation
takes place, original wall materials shall be
cleaned and repaired, and all exposed
mechanical equipment, unused electrical
apparatus or sign supports removed.
Inappropriate applied surface materials
such as metal paneling, tile, and stucco
shall also be removed, and the building's
original wall surface and detailing restored
wherever possible. Special attention shall
be given to the removal of storefront
surface materials that extend onto the
piers and walls of the upper facade. Such
applied treatments violate the integrity of
the original architecture, and weaken the
essential balance between the two
principal facade components.
Where new materials and colors are
applied to surfaces that cannot be restored
or to buildings that are architecturally
undistinguished, they shall be selected to
coordinate with neighboring structures
and to complement the design of the
storefront.
Windows
Windows shall be selected to be
compatible with neighboring structures
and to complement the design of the
storefront or first level design. In
renovation, original upper story windows
shall be restored to create a sense of scale
and to add articulation and visual interest
to the upper facade. The reintroduction
or reglazing of the facade's original upper
story windows will have a dramatic impact
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in restoring the architectural integrity of
many commercial buildings. The
proportions of the restored windows and
the rhythm of the window pattern shall
replicate the original facade design as
closely as possible.
Piers
The piers that frame the storefront and
visually anchor the upper facade play an
essential role in creating the unified
architectural framework that organizes the
street level's visual diversity. Where these
piers have been eliminated or reduced in
size, the architectural definition of the
facade will be weak and the upper
architecture inadequately balanced. The
piers' width and spacing shall give support
to the facade. Piers that segment the
storefront are recommended on wide
buildings to improve proportional balance.
To emphasize the piers' integral role in
defining the architectural character of the
upper facade, they shall be treated with
the same surface material.

Roofs
§

Roofs may be flat or sloped. For
sloped roofs, the visible portion shall
be sheathed with a roofing material
complementary to the architectural
style of the building and other
surrounding buildings.

§

Cornice lines of new buildings
(horizontal rhythm element) shall be
aligned with buildings on adjacent
properties to maintain continuity
between buildings.

§

Radical roof pitches that create overly
prominent or out-of-character
buildings such as A-frames, geodesic
domes, or chalet style buildings are
discouraged.
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6.6

HISTORIC PRESERVATION/
RESTORATION

Objectives
The purpose of this section is to outline
the recommendations and requirements
for the historic preservation/restoration of
existing buildings in the Downtown area.

Top: New roof shapes clash with existing buildings
Bottom: New roofs are compatible with existing
buildings

Roofing Materials
The following materials are acceptable for
roofing materials in the Downtown area:

§

standing seam metal roofs

§

class "A" composition shingles (limited
to refurbishment of residential
structures)

§

tile of neutral color

The following materials are not acceptable
roofing materials in the Downtown:

§

crushed stone

§

shake

§

brightly colored tile (orange, blue, etc.)

§

corrugated fiberglass

The historic nature of the Downtown is
one of its key assets, and the proper
rehabilitation/maintenance of these
structures is critical to the aesthetic quality
of the Downtown area. Woodland is
proud of its historic buildings and intends
to save them, have them structurally
improved, and to have some which have
been harmfully remodeled, reconstructed
to their original (or previous) design.
Fortunately, there are now a few good
examples of recently rehabilitated
structures in the Downtown area. They
are setting the standards for future efforts.
Traditionally, some of the most attractive
buildings in our cities are the skillfully
rehabilitated historic buildings, and some
of the most offensive are those that were
done without honoring the intent of the
original structure. Although the
Downtown area’s historic structures
provide the setting and create the
atmosphere within which new
development will occur, new
development will need to honor the past,
not by imitating it, but by skillfully referring
to it through the appropriate use of
materials, colors, details, and proportions.
These guidelines apply to all
nonresidential (including mixed-use
projects) structures designated as historic
buildings as identified in Figure 2-1,
“Cultural Resources”. This includes
structures on the National Register,
structures determined eligible for the
National Register, structures eligible for
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Woodland’s local listing, and strucutres
contributing to the historic district. Since
some of these buildings have undergone
major design changes that may be difficult
to reverse and are inconsistent with these
guidelines, the decision to apply them will
have to be made on a case-by-case basis.
However, whenever feasible, any
inappropriate modifications shall be
reversed. Additional modification shall
follow the guidelines to the extent that a
consistent design will result.

Preservation/Restoration
Program
The following are the major steps involved
in a successful restoration/renovation.
Step 1
Become familiar with the architectural
elements typical of older commercial
buildings. This will be helpful in
determining how much of the original
facade of the building remains.
Old photographs, postcards, and prints are
available from the Historical Society and
other local sources. They can be used to
determine how the building has looked
over its lifetime. Careful decisions must be
made on a case-by-case basis about how
to pursue building restoration. It must be
decided if the structure will reflect a
specific period in time such as when it was
first constructed. The building could also
reflect a transition over time showing the
layering that has made it what it is today.
A number of historic resources are
available to assist the property owners in
the restoration of the building. There are
many visual and/or written records of
historic buildings in photographs, glass
plate negatives or newspaper clippings.
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Step 2
Physically investigate and inventory and
older commercial buildings in the
Downtown area prior to proposed
restoration.
Take a good look at the front of the
building, preferably from a spot across the
street where it is possible to see the entire
facade. Take note of the building's
proportions, construction materials, and
architectural details, and try to visualize
how the entire building appeared when it
was first constructed. It is important to
realize that the storefront and the floors
above were originally created as a united
design. In many cases, additions and
changes were made to the building over
the years. A sign may have been added
and part or the entire front may have been
hidden under a false facade to make it
look more contemporary. Where such socalled improvements were made only at
street level, the undisturbed upper floors
will usually give a good indication of the
building's intended character. Try to
determine which of these changes
enhance the basic design of the building
and those negative features that shall be
removed.
Carefully remove a few parts of any
material that was applied to the original
building. The decision to remove the
remainder shall be based on the relative
merit of the previous architectural layers,
and the decision shall be made in
accordance with the paragraph above.
This is important because it will help
reveal whether any parts of an earlier
storefront remain, what their condition is,
and how much rehabilitation work will be
needed. This physical investigation will
provide an opportunity to estimate the
scope of the work before making a
commitment to a major undertaking.
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Step 3

§

Specify that all restoration is to be done in
methods and materials that are compatible
with the historic nature of the building and
State Historic Building Codes.

Locate building additions to the rear of
the existing structure whenever
possible.

§

Additions to buildings with historic
designation shall be identifiable from
original construction. They shall
clearly distinguish old from new to
avoid confusing original historical
building elements with later additions.
Specific architectural elements shall
not be replicated.

§

Additions shall employ similar or
complementing materials, and similar
opening proportions, facade rhythms
and horizontal elements as the
original.

It is helpful to research the era that the
building represents in order to choose the
appropriate fixtures, hardware, detailing,
and coverings. There are some collected
sketchbooks on period architecture that
can be found in libraries.
It shall be emphasized that it is rarely
necessary to use anything but stock
materials in storefront rehabilitation and
that such materials are reasonably priced
and readily available at local supply
houses.
Some historic buildings were never
handsome in appearance. The City could
approve making some changes in design
of these buildings if the building is of
historical or architectural merit.
The features of a fine, older building can
stand well on their own merits. Buildings
do not need gimmicky and overdone
motifs that will compete among
themselves and with neighboring
buildings. The most successful storefront
rehabilitation's are subdued in character
and consequently stand out from garish
storefronts.

Additions To Historic Structures

Integrity Of Materials Used In
Restorations/Additions
Complement the original building by the
skillful use of materials. The following
guidelines are to be followed for proposed
restorations/additions:

§

Use original materials whenever
possible in restoration, renovation or
repair work, and use the same
materials for building additions.

§

Deteriorated architectural features
shall be repaired rather than replaced
wherever possible. If replacement is
necessary, the new material shall
match the material being replaced in
terms of its design, color, texture, and
other visual qualities.

§

For substitute materials, the outward
appearance, durability, texture, and
finish shall be as close as possible to
that of the original. If the original was
painted, the substitute materials shall
be painted as well.

§

Wood window sash is preferred for
historic buildings. Vinyl clad wood or
factory finished (i.e., baked enamel)

The following requirements are to be
followed if additions to a historic structure
are proposed:

§
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Create additions that do not distract
from or imitate the historic structures.
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aluminum frames are acceptable if the
original design can be duplicated.

§

Covered sidewalks, especially where
they previously existed, shall be
encouraged where appropriate.

§

Materials, paint colors and colors
schemes shall be appropriate to the
style and design intent of the building.

§

Sandblasting of masonry surfaces to
remove paint will damage the
material. Other methods shall be
used only under the advice and
guidance of an expert.

§

§
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Do not cover over, clad, or replace
original siding materials with a
different material such as stucco,
wood, or composition shingles.
Where the original materials have
been covered over, use the gentlest
means possible to remove them.
Certain claddings, such as stucco may
be difficult, if not impossible, to
remove without destroying the
underlying material.

§

Where inappropriate or more modern
materials have been removed, they
shall be replaced with the original
materials.

§

When re-roofing, use the original or
similar materials (if available and in
compliance with current codes).

§

Do not remove original architectural
elements-cornices, moldings, trim, etc.
Replacement of these elements shall
be similar in character to the original.

§

Maintain the proportions of existing
door and window openings and the
pattern of existing window sash in
replacement work or additions.

§

New or replacement window sash
shall match the original sash. Where
the original sash has been completely
removed, new windows shall match
the existing sash unless a complete

replacement programs for the facade
is undertaken.
Building Code Requirements
In the reuse, modification, renovation, or
addition to historic structures (this includes
structures determined eligible for the
national register, eligible for the national
register, eligible for Woodland’s local
listing, and buildings contributing to the
historic district, the following will apply.

§

The City will utilize the California
Historical Building Code for these
actions.

§

As long as the occupancy classification
remains the same, the use of the
structure can continue, regardless of
how long the structure was vacant.

§

The building official, health officer,
and Fire Marshall will review the
structure to determine the safety of
the building prior to the issuance of
needed permits.

§

If required by the California Historical
Building Code, a structural assessment
or condition report will be required
prior to the issuance of a building
permit.

Demolition
The following guidelines are to be
followed for proposed demolitions
involving part or all of a historic structure:

§

The demolition of historically or
architecturally significant buildings in
the Downtown area to accommodate
new development is subject to the
provisions of the City’s Demolition
Ordinance.

§

Unreinforced masonry construction
shall not be used as an excuse to
demolish historic buildings.
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§

The demolition of historically or
architecturally significant buildings in
the Downtown area will require an
environmental assessment to
determine impacts on the historic
district.

6.7

To reduce the distraction and
confusion for motorists and
pedestrians in the Downtown by
inappropriate signage and the hazards
which may be attributed to it.

§

Signage shall reinforce rather than
detract from the existing historical
character of the Downtown.

SIGNS

Objectives
The purpose of the Downtown sign design
guidelines is to establish the necessary
criteria, standards, and limits on all forms
of signage in order to enhance and
maintain the physical appearance and
economic vitality of the Downtown. The
City of Woodland recognizes the need for
signs, but the right to use signs must
balance the business owner’s right of
identification, the public's need to identify
businesses, and the community's interest
in maintaining an attractive Downtown
area.
The overall intention of the these
guidelines are to accomplish the following:
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§

§

Provide for the identification and
promotion of Downtown area
businesses.

§

Promote signage that is attractive and
is compatible with the historic
character and materials found in the
Downtown area.

§

Provide flexibility in design to allow
for the expression of the unique
character of each business and
building.

§

Avoid a cluttered appearance to the
Downtown area created by excessive
and poorly placed signage.

§

Provide for signage that promotes the
business to both automobile traffic
and pedestrians.

General Requirements/
Guidelines
Permit Procedures

§

All signs, except temporary signs,
require Zoning Administrator approval
prior to being erected.

§

A building permit is required for all
signs except signs that have been
directly painted onto a window,
directional signs, temporary signs, and
A-frame signs.

Comprehensive Sign Program
New multi-tenant buildings (or
conversions from a single user to a multitenant development) will require an
approved comprehensive sign program
before sign permits can be issued for the
building or any individual tenant. Existing
properties have the option of preparing a
comprehensive sign program for their
buildings/complexes. The program shall
provide specifications on the location,
size, height, color, lighting, orientation,
and types of signs that are allowed.
The program is not designed to allow
greater opportunities than allowed in this
Specific Plan or the Zoning Ordinance. If
the program complies with the intent of
the Specific Plan and Zoning Ordinance,
the Zoning Administrator may approve it.
The advantage of a sign program is that
once approved, future signs that meet its
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specifications can receive a sign permit
with only an administrative review.

§

Prohibited Signs
Signs that meet any of the following
criteria shall not be allowed in the
Downtown area:

§

Signs that move or simulate motion

§

Signs that emit audible sounds, odor,
or visible matter

§

Statuary signs, which are signs that are
modeled, outlined, or sculptured to
resemble a living creature or
inanimate object.

§

Portable signs, unless they are
displayed for a special event by a
religious, charitable, or civic
organization (limited to a period of ten
days). The exception to this
prohibition is A-frame signs as allowed
later in this section.

§

Permanent signs that advertise
continuous sales and special prices.

§

Signs that present a traffic hazard due
to their location or if they have an
appearance similar to a traffic sign or
signal.

§

Signs that are attached to a fence or
freestanding walls.

§

Billboards.

Sign Placement

§

§
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A sign shall not cover or interrupt a
major architectural feature of the
building to which it is attached.
On the edge of the commercial core
of the Downtown area, signs shall be
located so that they have little or no
impact on adjacent residential areas.

Signs shall be provided at the rear of
all buildings along alleyways to
provide for clear identification of
businesses and their entrances

Sign Area
The sign area, as defined by the
Woodland Zoning Ordinance, is the entire
area within a single continuous perimeter
composed of straight lines or curves that
enclose the extreme limits of the message
including all background or structural
material. The area of the multifaced signs
shall be the sum of the maximum display
surface that is visible from any ground
position at one time. Unless specifically
stated in the remainder of this section, sign
area shall conform to the requirements of
the Woodland Zoning Ordinance.
Signage Design and Materials
The focus of this section is to provide for
general design principles and materials
that are compatible with the design,
architecture, and historic features of the
building and the Downtown area.
Sign materials and design shall harmonize
with the building’s architecture and
materials, incorporating similar details,
materials, and colors.
Appropriate sign materials for the
Downtown area are dependent on the
style, age, and materials used in the
building. Materials may include the
following:

§

Wood – carved, etched, and painted
or stained

§

Metal – formed, etched cast,
engraved, and painted (can signs are
not allowed)

§

High-density preformed foam or
similar material
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§

Custom neon tubing for graphics or
lettering may be used where allowed
by sign types

Lighting

§

Illumination shall be by indirect means
such as concealed or inconspicuous
spotlights or back lighting.

§

Signs shall not produce glare. Glare is
defined as light at or above a 75 footLambert standard measured at the
property line.

§

Background illumination by means of
decorative or concealed lighting is
encouraged. This may include vintage
wall sconces at windows, cornices or
other architectural features; or any
other form of indirect concealed
lighting appropriate to the
architectural character and function of
the building.

§

Lighting shall be arranged to reflect
away from the surrounding property
and away from any public street or
alley

§

Signs shall not have blinking or
flashing lights or other lighting devices
that involve changes in light intensity,
brightness, or color

§

Exposed bulbs are prohibited, except
in time and temperature signs.

§

Neon signs are permitted.

Signage Requirements/
Guidelines
In this section, the requirements for
signage have been specified for each of
the sign types recognized by the City of
Woodland. To help in the application of
these sign requirements/guidelines, a
definitions table has been prepared.
Table 6-1, “Sign Types,” provides a text
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definition for each sign type along with a
photograph of each.
The photographs shown on Table 6-1 are
provided only to illustrate the definition.
By being pictured, this does not provide
an endorsement of the sign shown in the
photograph. All signs are subject to the
requirements and guidelines stated in this
document.
For each of the sign types recognized for
use in the Downtown area, the remainder
of this section provides the applicable
requirements for each sign type.
A-Frame / Portable Signs

§

Signs shall remain moveable and not
be permanently mounted to the
ground or any other structure.

§

An encroachment permit will be
required for all A-frame signs.

§

A-frame signs are allowed for all
buildings in the downtown area. One
A-frame sign is allowed per building
for single occupancy buildings and
one A-frame sign is allowed per tenant
in a multi-tenant building as long as
the following conditions can be met:
w

All A-frame signs must be located
in front of the building in which the
business is located.

w

For multi-tenant buildings, one Aframe sign per 20 feet of street
frontage will be allowed. For some
buildings, this will limit the total
number of A-frame signs that can
be displayed. The encroachment
permit process will look at total
permits issued and available street
frontage in order to determine if
there is adequate space for an
additional sign.
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§

Multiple tenants can be advertised on
a single sign.

These signs shall provide a clearance
of 8 feet from the ground level (as
measured directly under the sign) and
be a minimum of 2 feet from the curb
line.

§

Sign area shall not exceed 36 inches in
height and 24 inches in width.

Signs shall not be permitted closer
than 20 feet from each other.

§

A-frame signs can be placed on a
public sidewalk as long as they don’t
unduly impede pedestrian traffic.

Signs shall be designed primarily for
view from pedestrians rather than
from automobiles.

§

Only one such sign is allowed per
business per street face (i.e., buildings
on a corner can have two hanging
signs, one over the sidewalk on each
adjacent street).

w

§
§
§

A minimum 60-inch clear area is
available on the sidewalk and the
sign does not pose a public safety
or visibility hazard.

Awning and Canopy Signs

§

Signs shall only be used on awnings
that are located on first and second
story building frontages

§

Awning signs shall not have internal
illumination of any kind

§

Signs shall not cover more than 50
percent of the end panel area or more
than 20 percent of the front (facing
the street) panel.

§

Nameplates suspended beneath an
awning must have an 8-foot clearance
above the sidewalk and cannot extend
beyond the canopy or within 2 feet
from the curbline.

Banner Signs

§

The requirements for banner signs are
the same as those specified for
“Temporary Signs” in this section.

Hanging Signs
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§

Hanging signs shall only be used for
first floor locations.

§

Hanging signs shall not exceed
6 square feet in area on each sign
face.

Marquee Signs

§

Marquee signs shall only include the
name of the business and a
changeable copy for the
announcement of current and future
attractions or events.

§

A maximum area of 40 percent of the
total sign area is allowed for the
business name.

§

A maximum area of 80 percent of the
total sign area is allowed for the
changeable copy.

§

Size and placement of the sign shall be
regulated by the requirements of the
applicable sign. If the marquee sign is
part of a monument sign (such as the
sign at the Opera House), the
regulations for a monument sign shall
also apply.
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Table 6-1. Sign Types

A-Frame / Portable Signs
A-Frame / portable signs are movable, self-supporting signs that
may be placed on private or public property to advertise a
business establishment. These are often placed on or near
pedestrian areas (such as sidewalks).
Awning and Canopy Signs
Awning and canopy signs are signs that are painted, printed, or
attached to an awning or canopy extending from a building.

Banner Signs
Banner signs are treated as temporary signs, and are typically
comprised of a fabric, vinyl, or similar material with painted,
printed, or attached text and/or graphics.

Hanging Signs
Hanging signs project downwards from an awning, canopy,
trellis, or similar structure.

Marquee Signs
Marquee signs are a type of wall, projecting, monument, or
hanging sign that is used to display event information, and
usually include an area to display changeable copy that is
changed on a regular basis. These signs would apply to
theaters/cinemas, lodges (and similar facilities), and churches.
This example is a monument sign.
Menu Board Signs
Menu board signs are signs that are comprised of a menu or
facsimile that are limited to a display of the products and prices
of the establishment, and may be utilized by eating and drinking
establishments.
Monument Signs
Monument signs are signs mounted on the ground that are
relatively low in height. These signs are primarily designed for
lots that have large front setbacks.
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Plaque Signs
Plaque Signs are simply smaller versions of a wall sign and are
usually mounted to surfaces adjacent to storefront entryways.
Plaque signs include historical marker signs, such as the plaque
sign at the Woodland Opera House.
Projecting Signs
Projecting signs are attached to the face of a building, but unlike
a wall sign, these signs project in a perpendicular fashion from
the wall to which they are attached.

Roof Signs
Roof signs are signs that are mounted on the roof of a building or
are dependent upon a building for support and are mounted
near the upper edge of a building.

Temporary Signs
Temporary signs include any sign, banner, or flag intended to be
displayed for a short period of time. These signs are used
primarily to advertise special events.

Tenant Directories
Tenant directories are signs that display a listing of the tenants of
a building and text or graphics displaying their location in a
building or complex. These signs do not contain other
advertising information and are sized to a pedestrian scale.
Wall Signs
Wall signs are signs mounted directly to a building surface and
run parallel to the building wall.

Window Signs
Window signs are signs that are painted or etched onto a glass or
similar surface (such as windows and doors) or are hung, posted,
or displayed for view through a window from individuals in a
public space.
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Menu Board Signs

§

Signs shall be located in display boxes
mounted on the wall of a building
directly adjacent to a public entrance.

Maximum size for case holding the
displayed item (menu, worship
schedule, and so forth) is 4 square
feet.

§

One sign per public entrance is
allowed.

Signs shall not be permitted closer
than 20 feet from each other.

§

Signs shall be designed primarily for
view from pedestrians rather than
from automobiles.

§

Sign shall have a maximum area of
10 square feet.

§

Only one such sign is allowed per
business per street face (i.e., buildings
on a corner can have two hanging
signs, one over the sidewalk on each
adjacent street).

§

Monument Signs

§

Monument signs shall only be located
along a site frontage facing a public
street and where no other means of
identification is available on the
property.
Signs shall complement the
architectural design of the building
and be consistent with the overall
scale of the building.

§

Monument signs are encouraged for
buildings in District E.

§

Only one such sign is allowed per
building per street face (i.e., buildings
on a corner can have two hanging
signs, one over the sidewalk on each
adjacent street).

§

Size and placement is per the City’s
Zoning Ordinance.

Plaque Signs

§

§
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Projecting Signs
These signs shall provide a clearance
of 8 feet from the ground level (as
measured directly under the sign) and
be a minimum of 2 feet from the curb
line.

Menu signs shall be utilized for all
restaurants that offer table service.

§

Non-historical plaque signs shall
include the business name and logo.

§

§

§

§

Non-historical plaque signs shall only
be located adjacent to the main public
entrance.
Signs shall have a maximum area of
4 square feet.

Roof Signs

§

Signs are not permitted above the roof
peak or parapet wall nor above the
maximum height specified for the
District.

§

The bottom of the signs shall be
mounted flush with the roof and not
interrupt rooflines or other major
architectural features.

Temporary Signs

§

Signs are to be displayed for a period
of less than 30 days.

§

Signs shall not cover more than 20
percent of the total window and door
sign area.

§

Temporary signs shall not exceed 30
square feet in area.
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§

The total area for temporary signs shall
not exceed the total permitted area for
permanent signs.

§

Signs shall not incorporate extremely
bright colors.

§

Signs shall not be placed above the
windowsill of a second floor unless
there is a business conducted on that
floor.

6.8
Tenant Directories

§

Tenant directory signs are allowed to
include the building name, tenant
names, and suite number or letters.

§

Signs could either be placed on a
building wall or designed as a
freestanding sign located on the
property’s front setback.

§

The maximum sign height is 8 feet,
with a maximum sign area of 10
square feet.

Wall Signs

§

Signs shall be centered in the upper
portion of a building facade.

§

Signs shall be placed to establish a
facade rhythm, scale, and proportion
between buildings.

§

The sign’s length shall not exceed the
width of the framed portion of the
storefront and shall not exceed 15
percent of the building facade.

§

The signs shall not block windows or
other architectural features.

Window Signs
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§

Signs shall not exceed 20 percent of
the ground floor frontage window
area.

§

Adhesive vinyl, gild-leaf, or screenprinting is preferred over handpainted window signs.

STREETSCAPE

Objectives
The purpose of this section is to outline
the recommendations and requirements
for improving the streetscape in the
Downtown area through the use of various
streetscape elements.

Pedestrian Walkways
Pedestrian walkways, which include
alleyways and sidewalks, are an important
part of the overall streetscape. Pedestrian
walkways provide areas for pedestrians to
gather, dine, and socialize. There is a
great potential for increased pedestrian
activity in the Downtown area through the
enhancement of existing alleyways located
adjacent to businesses.
Pedestrian walkways in general could be
enhanced through the use of special
paving, such as stamped and colored
concrete. Special paving can serve as a
tool for delineating different pedestrian
areas and adds distinctiveness and
vibrancy.

Street Furniture
The addition of street furniture is an
important ingredient in enhancing and
making the overall streetscape more
attractive for pedestrians. Street furniture
includes seating (i.e., benches, chairs and
tables), trash receptacles, bicycle racks,
planters, tree grates, and streetlights. The
City’s palette for street furnishings is
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shown on Figure 6-1, “Downtown Street
Furniture.”

A variety of street furniture and landscaping will
make up Woodland’s streetscape.
Bench style for District E

Benches

Outdoor Dining

Benches serve as a catalyst for increasing
pedestrian activity. Benches allow for
passersby to stop, rest, and observe the
Downtown area. Furthermore, it provides
the opportunity for social gathering. The
City’s standard for benches is a 6-foot
length, wrought iron frame with wood slats
design, as shown below.

Outdoor dining, facilitated by the use of
patio tables and chairs, especially helps
enliven a streetscape. In addition, it
makes local dining establishments more
attractive and economically viable.
With City approval (including an
encroachment permit), utilization of public
sidewalk areas for restaurant usage is
allowed. Such uses will need to maintain
a minimum 6-foot clear pedestrian space
along the sidewalk.
In addition to street side dining, outdoor
dining areas that are behind or to the side
of buildings are also allowed.

Bench style required in Downtown (Districts A- D)

For District E, the majority of development
will be new construction. While these
areas will be designed to blend with the
rest of the Downtown area, a more
contemporary street furniture can be used.
A black metal slat bench would tie in with
the Victorian wrought iron and wood slat
design used in the rest of the Downtown.
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Outdoor dining at rear of a Main Street business
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Benches
For Districts A, B, C, and D, the City shall use
a Victorian styled bench with an ornate
wrought iron appearance. The bench shall
be six feet in length with a center armrest.
Example product: South Bay Foundary.

Benches
For District E, the City shall use a steel slat or
mesh-seating area with steel arm rests that
replicate the design of the iron/wood bench
shown above. Bench shall be six-foot length
with center armrest. Black color preferred.
Example product: Victor Stanley Classic
Series Model CR-138.
Trash Receptacle
For all districts, the City shall use a 36-gallon
capacity receptacle that includes a dome lid
and side access to remove trashcan. Steel
slat design in black preferred.
Example product: Victor Stanley Ironsites
Model SD-42 with dome lid.
Planter
For all districts, the City shall use a steel
planter that replicates the design of the
benches and trash receptacles shown above.
Black color preferred.
Example product: Victor Stanley Ironsites
Model S-24 in a black finish.
Tree Guard and Grate
For all districts, tree guards using a similar
style to the above furniture shall be used.
Tree grates shall maintain a Victorian theme.
Black color preferred.
Example product: Tree grates such as Victor
Stanley Ironsites Model S-6. Tree grate to be
selected, and may be custom design.

Figure 6-1
Street Furniture
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Information Kiosks

Guidelines for Street Furniture

Downtown area directory kiosks shall be
provided at key public facilities in the
Downtown area, including Heritage Plaza,
City Hall, Library, Post Office, and
Freeman Park to assist pedestrians in the
identification of public facilities, the
locations of stores, and the time and
location of upcoming public events in the
Downtown area. Smaller directories shall
also be placed at corners on Main Street
and Court Street.

The following guidelines shall be followed
for street furniture:

§

Tables, chairs, and umbrellas shall
each be compatible in design, color
and materials.

§

The information kiosks and directories
shall be designed to be compatible with
the overall theme of streetscape design in
the Downtown area.

Furniture shall be of sturdy, substantial
design, and materials that can
withstand outdoor use and weather.
Umbrellas shall be of weather resistant
fabric coverings, and properly
constructed and secured. Furniture
and umbrellas must be well
maintained.

§

Placement of street furniture shall
provide adequate clearance for
pedestrian circulation. A minimum
clearance of six feet shall be
maintained to the face of the curb or
any sidewalk obstruction (hydrant,
sign, pole, planter, etc.) A clearance
adjacent to the building facade is not
required except for access.

Kiosk concept

6.9

LANDSCAPING

Objectives
The intent of these guidelines is to fulfill
both aesthetic and functional goals. These
guidelines are also intended to
supplement Article 22 of the Zoning
Ordinance (development within the
Downtown area shall comply with these
Guidelines as well as Article 22).
Mid-block directories
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Landscaping within the Downtown area is
intended to do the following:

§

To create a unifying visual effect.

§

To create a clear definition between
pedestrian and vehicular paths.

§

To provide for the improvement of the
urban environment (air quality,
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temperature control, and water
conservation) through a major planting
effort.

§

To provide strong accents and focal
points to distinguish and beautify the
Downtown area.

General Landscaping Guidelines
The following are general guidelines that
apply to all vegetation used for
landscaping in the Downtown area.

§

Create landscape schemes that are
attractive year-round and easily
maintained.

§

Landscape plantings shall emphasize
the use of native and drought tolerant
plant species. Irrigation systems shall
emphasize water conservation
principles.

§

The scale of all landscaping shall fit the
scale of the project.

§

In locations where plants will be
susceptible to injury by pedestrian or
automobile traffic, they shall be
protected by appropriate curbs, tree
curbs, tree guards or other devices.

§

§

§
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1-gallon containers. All landscape
stock shall be inspected by the project
landscape architect prior to
installation. No root bound plants
shall be used. Only healthy, wellformed, and vigorous plant material
shall be used.

Consideration shall be given to
existing off-site conditions such as
grades, berms, types of existing plant
material, open space, and visibility in
order to provide a level of consistency
and recognition of off-site factors in
the design of the project.
A variety of container sizes is
encouraged. Typically, minimum sizes
for landscaping within the public right
of way are 15 gallons for trees, 5
gallons for shrubs, and 1 gallon for
groundcover.
For landscaping on private property, a
minimum of 15-gallon (or larger) trees
is required. Landscaping on private
property can also use shrubs from

§

A Landscape Maintenance Agreement
with the City shall be recorded prior to
issuance of a building permit to assure
continuing maintenance.

§

Landscape lighting strategies include
spot lighting of trees, lighting of shrubs
from below with light sources shielded
from view, and placing shielded
walkway lights along paths and in
planting areas. Landscape lighting
fixtures shall be concealed-source
fixtures except pedestrian-oriented
accent lights. Spotlighting of trees,
uplighting of shrubs, path lights, step
lights, and wall lights are encouraged.

Street Trees
Street trees are one of the more visible
elements of a streetscape. Trees not only
add to the overall attractiveness of the
Downtown area, they can also bring much
needed shading for pedestrians during the
summer months.
The following guidelines shall be adhered
for the use of street trees.

§

Street trees shall be planted whenever
possible at the back of curb. Trees
shall be planted within tree grates at
approximately 50' spacing and
coordinated with placement of street
light fixtures.

§

Trees shall be of appropriate size and
placed so that they do not block
visibility of storefronts, signage,
streetlights, utility poles, etc.
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§

Trees shall be regularly pruned to
reveal branch structure and avoid
blocking visibility of storefronts and
signage.

§

Preserve and maintain existing mature
trees wherever possible.

§

Plant trees that involve low
maintenance are drought tolerant and
have high growth rate.

Specific location and species of trees shall
be as follows:
East/West Streets. Along Main Street,
Chinese Pistache and European Hackberry
trees shall be planted within the tree
grates. One Chinese Pistache tree shall be
planted at the end of each block and the
European Hackberrys shall be planted
within the interior of each block. Along
the other east/west streets (Court Street,
Lincoln Avenue, and North Street), the
same planting scheme as Main Street shall
be followed where the width of the right
of way is adequate. In cases where the
width of the right of way is inadequate to
support the Main Street planting scheme,
the appropriate location for
street trees will be reviewed
on a case-by-case basis.

street trees will be reviewed on a case-bycase basis.
Street trees shall be a minimum 15-gallon
in size and have a minimum caliper of
1-inch. Street trees shall be planted in a
4-foot square tree grate. The material
shall be cast iron and painted with flat
black enamel. Root barriers shall be used.
Corner Planters. Along Main Street,
landscaping planters shall be provided
where feasible near each corner. Crape
Myrtles shall be the type of trees within
the corner planters. Shrubs and
groundcover for these areas must be
chosen from the City’s plant list.
Other Landscaping. Non-traditional ways
of providing greenery are encouraged and
can locate within the public right of way.
The location of items such as planter
boxes, container or larger pots must be
approved by City staff and an
encroachment permit obtained. Plant
material shall be taken from the list
specified in Appendix B "On-Site
Landscaping".

North/South Streets. For
streets oriented in a
north/south direction (Third
Street, Fourth Street, etc.),
Chinese Pistache and
Bradford Pears shall be
planted within the tree
grates. One Chinese
Pistache shall be planted at
the end of each block and
the Bradford Pears shall be
planted within the interior
part of each block. In cases
where the width of the right
of way is not wide enough
to allow for this planting
scheme, the location for
Street tree planting concept
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In some areas, the undergrounding of
overhead utility lines will be a prerequisite
to landscaping in the public right of way.

§

The illustration below conceptually shows
the public right of way landscaping and
the intent it is to provide.

Planters

Roof mounted mechanical or utility
equipment visible to the public shall
be screened. The method of
screening shall be architecturally
integrated with the structure in terms
of materials, color, shape, and size.
Equipment shall be screened by solid
building elements (e.g., parapet wall)
instead of after-the-fact add-on
screening (e.g., wood or metal slats).

In addition to street trees, the use of
planters can add to the overall
attractiveness of the Downtown area.
Planter shall be considered in the
development of streetscaping along newly
developed areas along with the
revitalization efforts of the existing
Downtown area.
The following guidelines will apply in the
Downtown area.
§ Planter boxes shall be well maintained
and designed and finished with
materials and colors compatible with
the building.

§

All areas within a landscape planter
shall contain living groundcover or a
combination of living and non-living
groundcover. The maximum amount
of non-living groundcover is 20
percent.

6.10 EQUIPMENT SCREENING
Objectives
The purpose of this section is to set out
requirements for the screening of
mechanical equipment, trash receptacles,
storage, and equipment areas to minimize
visual impacts on surrounding areas.

Screening using architectural features

§

Refuse and waste removal service
yards, storage yards, and exterior work
areas shall be screened from view
from public areas using materials in
accordance with City standards.

§

The consolidating of waste containers
shall be encouraged, especially along
alleyways.

§

Screening of places that are unsightly
shall be accomplished by the use of
walls, fencing, planting, or
combination of these. Screening shall
be equally effective in winter and
summer. These techniques shall
complement the architecture, color,
and construction material of the
primary building.

The following are general guidelines that
apply to the screening of various types of
equipment and equipment areas.
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§

Screening of trash receptacles will be
accomplished through the use of an
enclosure constructed from split face
CMU walls that match the color of
adjacent architecture. The gates on
the enclosure shall be a Victorian style
wrought iron in lieu of the traditional
chain link gate. The two illustrations
below show a typical concept for
screen trash dumpsters.

Wrought iron gates on trash enclosure

techniques and general architectural
elements.

General Requirements/
Guidelines
When designing parking lots, careful
consideration shall be given to the flow of
vehicular movement, the capacity
required, appropriate screening of the
parking lot, pedestrian circulation, and
appropriate coverage of landscaping
within the parking lot. Two drawings are
shown with two different scenarios for
landscaping within a parking lot. The first
drawing shows a typical island planting
along throughout the parking lot, and the
drawing below it shows a design that
decreases the reflective heat from the
parking lot and provides much more
shade throughout the entire parking lot.

Landscaping used to screen trash enclosure

Other areas and items of equipment that
need to be screened could be
accomplished in a similar manner as the
trash enclosure.

Typical island landscaping design

6.11 PARKING LOTS/GARAGES
Objectives
The purpose of this section is to set out
guidelines for designing parking lots and
parking garages, including screening
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Alternative parking design
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Design elements that could be used for
screening and providing definitive edges to
the parking lot include trees, low walls,
hedges, and berms. Some combination of
these elements shall be used to screen
lights from cars in a parking lot from
shinning on surrounding properties.
In terms of plant guidelines, parking areas
shall contain at least two varieties of trees,
with at least one type being a large, high
branching canopy tree to provide shade.
The other tree variety shall be an accent
tree or delineator tree to guide circulation
patterns and to highlight entries. Accent
trees shall complement the selected shade
trees and shall provide visual interest.
Shrubs shall also be used in parking areas
and clustered in masses. They shall be
located so as to not interfere with vehicle
or pedestrian sight lines.
In addition to creating functional parking
lots that follow effective landscaping
guidelines, the amount of parking required
for a large facility may need to be
accommodated with the use of a parking
structure. A parking structure can be
successfully implemented into the
Downtown scenario if designed correctly.
A few of the guidelines to follow would
be:

§

The architecture of the parking
structure shall be similar to all of the
adjacent buildings to disguise the
actual parking element in the design.

§

The first floor of the parking structure

that is on street level and facing a
street shall contain a retail type of
business to make efficient use of the
space and aid in blending the
structure in with the architectural
guidelines.
The illustration below shows a concept
sketch of these principles.

6.12 DESIGN FOR SAFETY
The concept of crime prevention through
environmental design (CPTED) includes a
wide variety of strategies aimed at
reducing opportunities for crime through
the proper design and effective use of the
built environment.
Key components of CPTED include:

§

Natural access control involves the use
of pathways, paving treatments
lighting, landscaping, fencing, signs,
and other built features to guide
ingress and egress and to discourage
or eliminate public access into areas.

§

Natural surveillance focuses on the
placement and design of physical
features and the arrangement of uses
to maximize opportunities for natural
surveillance.

§

Territorial reinforcement entails design
features and physical elements that
convey a sense of ownership and
stewardship over a space. Unique

Parking structure concept
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paving patterns, artwork, signs,
landscaping. Lighting standards and
streetscape components, and other
physical elements can be installed and
maintained to communicate a sense of
pride and proprietorship.

§

adequate security lighting;

§

limited access (walls, fences,
gates, shrubs);

§

introduction of activities (e.g. rear
entrances for commercial
activities) that increase
surveillance;

§

surveillance through windows or
with cameras; and

§

maintenance storage areas and
alleys.

Objectives
A common issue associated with
Downtown’s is the perception that they
are not safe. While Woodland’s
Downtown does not have any significant
crime issues, it is important to ensure that
the growth planned in this Specific Plan
does not create safety issue by design.
The purpose of this section is to introduce
the concept of safe design into the
Downtown Specific Plan, and to include
design components that will ensure the
future safety of the area.

Design Considerations

§

Use security fencing/walls with view
ports or sections of wrought iron grille
work to allow views into the
development while restricting access.

§

Multi-tenant developments (residential
and non-residential) shall include
directories at site entrances identifying
the locations of buildings, suites,
apartments, etc. and on-site
landmarks, including management
offices and access points.

CPTED involves design of physical space in
the context of the business, the activity
planned for the space, and the predictable
behavior of anyone using space.
The following CPTED-based guidelines are
to be considered for all renovation and
new development in the Downtown area:
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§

Utilize plants and low fencing to direct
movement and restrict- symbolicallyareas where people shall not enter.

§

Minimize the height of parking lot
screening (shrubs or low walls) to
allow a visible “window” above 3 feet
and below 7 feet.

§

Restrict the number of entry points
into a development or parking lot.

§

Improve safety behind buildings
through the use of:
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